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ELECTRICITY TARIFFS — SENIORS 
Grievance 

MR A.J. WADDELL (Forrestfield) [9.15 am]: My grievance is to the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister 
for Energy. It relates to the cost-of-living assistant payments for the ever-increasing cost of energy. As every 
member in this house would be well aware, Western Australians have been subjected to a massive 67 per cent 
increase in the cost of electricity, which has put enormous strain on those on low incomes. During the last 
budget, the Treasurer announced a new cost-of-living assistance payment of $200 specifically aimed at people 
on low incomes. It replaced the supply charge rebate, which was aimed at people with concession cards, such as 
a WA Seniors Card, a Department of Veterans’ Affairs gold card, a pensioner concession card, a Health Care 
Card or a Commonwealth Seniors Health Card. The consistent theme is that seniors and pensioners, who are 
either reliant on an allowance from the commonwealth government for their income or are on a fixed income, 
have also been affected by the large electricity price increases.  

A number of people in their autumn years move into retirement villages and the like. There has been a long-
standing problem with the distribution of energy in retirement villages. I understand that during the last Labor 
government, a committee looked into the tariffs that are set for people in retirement villages. A lot of retirement 
villages had single meters, which had sub-meters that billed individual tenants of retirement villages. However, 
because a retirement village would receive a single bill from Synergy, it was treated as a commercial premises 
and, consequently, charged as a business. I understand that under the last Labor government amendments were 
made to the legislation to enable Synergy to charge only the domestic tariff in that instance. The problem had 
been going on for some time, but the Labor government tried to rectify it in some way.  
A similar problem came to light when the feed-in tariff for photovoltaic panels on roofs was introduced. A large 
number of retirement villages have tried to keep costs down by investing in solar energy and, in doing so, they 
have again been treated as a commercial premises, which makes them ineligible for the feed-in tariff. When I 
spoke to some people from Arcadia Waters, which is one of the retirement villages in my area, they told me that 
although they are pouring energy back into the grid, they are getting nothing for it. They have been engaged in a 
fight with Synergy about this problem for some time, but have had no luck to date. The problem they now face is 
of course the cost-of-living assistance payment. There are a large number of people in retirement villages. In my 
electorate, there is Arcadia Waters and Waldridge Country Estate. There are probably nearly 400 units between 
those two. A significant number of people in retirement villages who are on fixed incomes do not receive COLA 
payments or concession rates because, under the existing rules, Synergy treats them as part of a commercial 
premises even though they are charged the A1 tariff. We are told the difficulty is that Synergy cannot determine 
how much energy a unit uses because the villages have a single meter. It seems the cost-of-living assistance 
payment is not in any way related to the actual energy consumption—whether a consumer uses one unit of 
electricity or 1 000, they still receive it. How it is divided inside the village is fairly irrelevant. It should simply 
be the case that if a consumer is entitled to a Western Australian Seniors Card, a Commonwealth Seniors Health 
Card, a pensioner concession card, or any of those other qualifications that were previously available under the 
supply charge rebate—whatever the current rules are under the cost-of-living assistance payment—that should 
be paid to those people, or the retirement villages could provide that information to Synergy. Retirement villages 
could say, “We have 200 people in here who would ordinarily be eligible for that.” That could then be charged to 
that account. They could pass that benefit on to those people who, if they were anywhere other than a retirement 
village, would be entitled to it. I know the WA Residential Complexes Residents Association and the Retirement 
Villages Association have been very active on this issue. Petitions have been filed in the other place. There has 
been a reasonable amount of publicity about the place, but we do not seem to be going anywhere with it. The 
time has come for the government to recognise that the cost-of-living assistance payment is necessary to help 
these low income people in retirement villages. We need to finally come up with a position that will provide 
some relief.  

DR M.D. NAHAN (Riverton — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.22 am]: I thank the member for Forrestfield for 
the grievance. It is an issue that I personally recognise and have made comments to the Minister for Energy on. It 
is a significant issue. The central point is that people who are on fixed incomes and are the target of cost-of-
living assistance payments are missing out because of where they live. This has been going on for quite a while. 
Petitions have been presented in the other house. Numerous people have approached the minister on this issue, 
including me. It is an issue that we need to resolve. As the member highlighted, the problem for people who live 
in retirement homes and are eligible to receive a COLA payment, in most of those homes the electricity comes 
through a single billing system and is distributed to them. Synergy and Horizon Energy are only eligible to 
provide COLA payments through electricity bills to the people who are billed. That is the problem—it goes to 
the retirement home but the retirement home itself is not eligible for a COLA payment.  
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The member made a good point that if people did not live in this arrangement, if they paid their electricity bill 
directly and were billed by Synergy or Horizon, and were eligible for a COLA payment, why do they not just 
understand that? There are a couple of complications. The first complication is that sometimes residents do not 
make electricity payments—it is built into the whole charge. That is odd—that is not a common situation. It is 
not in my electorate and it is probably not in the member’s electorate either. Secondly, electricity is used for 
purposes other than residential purposes—common-user facilities and other things.  

Mr A.J. Waddell: It is not charged on a per unit basis.  

Dr M.D. NAHAN: I know; these are complications but they could be overcome.  

The Public Utilities Office is currently reviewing it. I have advice that there is nothing in the legislation to stop 
that happening; that is, for bills to be pro rata and billed directly. The retirement villages could do it if they 
wished. That would probably entail some costs in changing the metering arrangements.  
Mr A.J. Waddell: Significant costs.  

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes, but it could be approached in various ways. The Public Utilities Office is looking at 
some way to overcome this impediment. It is also in the process of reviewing the retirement villages legislation. 
I am not sure whether it applies to any other institution like this—I have not heard that it does—but it is an issue. 
The point is taken. People who are the targets of COLA payments are missing out because they are not directly 
billed by Synergy or Horizon. We have to do something about it. As the member intimated, there is nothing to 
inhibit retirement homes putting this in place, but it would require capital expenditure. Maybe we could avoid 
that capital expenditure by some other pro rata mechanism. Non-residential usage could also be deducted.  

As to the overhead electricity issues—the solar cells the member raised—I am not aware of that issue. I know 
that heavy subsidies targeted retirement residents. The retirement homes obviously knew it was not, so that is the 
decision they made. I might add that residents do benefit from it because they get the electricity and they can 
consume it internally. I hope the savings from that are being passed on to the residents.  

Mr A.J. Waddell: The point was they raised the issue prior to COLA coming in and it was obvious that when 
COLA came in, it was going to have the same problem that the photovoltaic feed-in tariff had.  

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yes; except the COLA payments are targeted at individuals. They are benefitting from the 
solar cells because they are getting electricity at a lower cost because they have already made the capital 
investment. But the point is well taken. It is a serious issue, and one we have to resolve. This is a growing area. 
Hopefully there will be more retirement homes built, so we need to address this. When they invest in their 
metering arrangements, they can make sure people on fixed incomes get payments such as this.  
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